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Cushioning gel 
infused foam that’s 
pre-compressed for 
consistent, long-lasting 
comfort and support.

CERTIPUR-US® 
SEALYSUPPORT™ 
GEL HD FOAM Encased to allow 

each coil to move 
independently, for 
more targeted  
support and reduced 
motion transfer.

SEALYRESPONSE™  
HD COIL

ADJUSTABLE  
BASE COMPATIBLE 

A reinforced foam 
border surrounds 
the coil perimeter to 
increase the sleeping 
surface and provide a 
solid seating edge.

SOLIDEDGE™  
HD

Enhanced gel infused 
memory foam designed 
to fit the curves of your 
body, offering durable 
and personalized 
support and comfort.

TARGETED  
GELBOOST™ HD 
MEMORY FOAM

10 YEAR LIMITED 
WARRANTY
You’ll get comfort  
you can count on,  
backed by a 10 year 
limited warranty.

CLEANPROTECT™

COVER
Antibacterial treated 
fabric to help maintain 
freshness and reduce 
bacterial-associated 
staining.

Designed to work with 
adjustable bases for 
enhanced comfort 
and utility.

Cover CleanProtect™ Fabric

Quilt SealyAir™ Fibres

Comfort Layers 11/2" SealySupport™ HD Foam + 2" SealySupport™ Gel HD Foam

Coils + Support Base SealyResponse™ HD Coil + 11/4" SolidBase™ 
K 1108 • Q 900 • D 748 • TXL 554 • T 520

Edge Design SolidEdge™ HD

Targeted Support Targeted GelBoost™ HD Memory Foam

Naturally breathable 
and insulating fibres 
that adjust to changing 
positions for a refreshed 
sleeping environment. 

SEALYAIR™  
FIBRES

CORAL GARDEN



900 SERIES EUROTOP

1 3¼"  P R O F I L E  H E I G H T

COIL COUNTS   
K 1108 • Q 900 • D 748 • TXL 554 • T 520

10 YEAR LIMITED 
WARRANTY

COMPATIBLE WITH 
LIFESTYLE BASES
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freshness  
THAT LASTS

SCAN TO LEARN MORE

CleanProtect™

Antibacterial treated fabric to help 
maintain freshness and reduce 
bacterial-associated staining.

SealyAir™ Fibres
Naturally breathable and 
insulating fibres that adjust to 
changing positions for a refreshed 
sleeping environment. 



 

 
Did you know that 50% of your body weight rests in 
the middle of your mattress while you sleep?

Our exclusive technique reinforces the centre third 
of the mattress to provide extra support for your 
back and core.

Only Sealy® has Posturepedic® support for your back 
and core. It’s targeted to the individual areas of your 
body that need it most so your body stays level 
while you sleep. 

Built to deliver middle-of-the-mattress support and 
pressure relief—for truly best-of-the-best sleep. 

support
WHERE YOU NEED IT MOST



POSTUREPEDIC® PLUS 900 SERIES

Targeted GelBoost™  
HD Memory Foam 
Enhanced gel infused memory 
foam designed to fit the curves of 
your body, offering durable and 
personalized support and comfort. 

SolidEdge™ HD
A reinforced foam border 
surrounds the coil perimeter to 
increase the sleeping surface and 
provide a solid seating edge.

SealyResponse™ HD Coil
Encased to allow each coil to move 
independently, for more targeted 
support and reduced motion transfer.

CertiPUR-US® Certified 
SealySupport™ Gel HD Foam 
Cushioning gel infused foam that’s 
pre-compressed for consistent, long-
lasting comfort and support.
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